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Ripped from the Headlines 

 Account information breached for 50,000,000 

Living Social users 

 Customer names 

 eMail addresses 

 Birthdates 

 Hashed and salted  

passwords 

2013-04-05 Incident Occurred 

2013-04-12 Incident Discovered By Organization 

2013-04-26 Organization Reports Incident 



Pop Quiz 

 What’s a hashed password? 

 

 Extra credit:  What’s salt on a hashed password? 

 (Other than tasty) 



Hash Function 

 One-way encryption – can’t decrypt 

 Has no key 

 Primary use is for message integrity 

 By comparing hash values, you can see if  

message sent = message received 

Plaintext 

Magic (Hashing) 

Encryption Happens 

Here! 

Message 

Digest 

aka  

hash value 



 Passwords are commonly hashed 

 

 Password files actually contain hash of your 

password – not the password itself 

 When you log in, the computer hashes your password 

and compares the hash value to the hash value of the 

password that’s on file 

Why Hash?   

Keep Original Data Confidential 



So How Do Hackers Crack Passwords? 

 Brute force – try every combination of characters 

 Use tables of pre-hashed passwords (rainbow 

tables) 

 Use a hash algorithm and hash the dictionary and the 

500 top passwords 

 Steal a password file 

 Compare the file  

(hashed passwords)  

to the list (hashed  

words) 



Defend Against Password Hackers: 

Salted Hash 

 Salting adds a string of random characters 

to the passwords before they are hashed, 

so that each one has a unique hash 

 Hacker has to crack every user’s password 

individually, even if there are a lot of duplicate 

passwords 

Plaintext 

Magic (Hashing) 

Encryption Happens 

Here! 

Message 

Digest 

aka  

hash value 



Why Worry – Living Social Passwords 

Were Encrypted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Comment on article about Living Social breach 



Pop Quiz 

 What’s a CPU? 

 

 What’s a GPU? 

 



CPU and GPU 

 Central Processing Unit 

 “Brain” of a computer that performs the  

arithmetical, logical, and input/output operations of the system 

 

 Graphics Processing Unit 

 Like the CPU, GPU is a single-chip processor 

 Used primarily for computing 3D functions, like lighting effects, 

object transformations, and 3D motion 

 Designed to take the “load” off the CPU 

 

 Speed is how fast the processor can perform calculations  

 Speed is limited by the number of transistors built into a 

processor, parallel connections to other processors, the 

capacity of the bus to transmit data back and forth from 

the CPU to memory, and other hardware specifications 



CPU vs GPU 

CPU 

 9 million transistors 

(Pentium III) 

 2.4 billion calculations per 

second (in general, for a 2.4 

gigahertz CPU)  

 

 

GPU 

 22 million transistors  

(Nvidia GeForce 256) 

 200 billion operations a 

second (Quadro, designed 

for CAD applications) 

Why do we care? 
 
A PC running a single AMD Radeon HD7970 GPU, for 
example, can try on average 8.2 billion password 
combinations each second, depending on the 
algorithm used to encrypt/hash them 



Brute Force Attacks Today 

 Today any 7 character password can be cracked 

by brute force in hours using a regular personal 

computer with a GPU graphics card 

 

 Using a normal CPU, it take 24 seconds to crack a 

five character random password, like “xnZyr”  

 Rate of 9.8 million password guesses per second 

 

 Adding a GPU graphics card, it takes 1 second to 

break the same password 



Test Your Password 

 Type a password with the same characteristics as 

your password 

 Length, case, special characters, numbers… 

 

 http://howsecureismypassword.net/ 

 

 Test “Phoenix1” 

 Meets our Password Standard 

 

 

http://howsecureismypassword.net/
http://howsecureismypassword.net/


Phoenix1 



RandellisGr8! 



Ilene15Amazing! 



The Same Rules Apply:   

Turn the Volume to Eleven 

 Longer is stronger 

 Microsoft recommends 14 characters 

 More complexity is better 

 Include upper case, lower case, punctuation, symbols, 

and numbers 

 Password cracking software checks for common letter-to-

symbol conversions, such as “to”  2 

 Use different passwords 

 Work is different from banking is different from social 

media is different from email is different from spouse’s  

 Change your passwords often 

 Set an automatic reminder for yourself to change 

passwords on your high-risk accounts at least every 

three months 



Remember… 



Tip:  Before being interviewed on TV, 

wipe passwords off whiteboard 

 The following screenshot is from a 

broadcast on TVP (Polish television) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Hasło is Polish for “Password” 

 



More Cowbell 

(Supplemental Info) 



The Power of Social Media 

 April 23:  AP Twitter account was hacked 

 False message claimed there had been two 

explosions at the White House and that President 

Obama had been injured 

 Just after 1 p.m. ET, the Dow Jones industrial 

average dropped about 130 points 

 It quickly bounced back as the truth came out 

 



So In Response to the Twitter PW 

Hack… 



If You Enter Anything, You Get… 



Why Password Management is 

Important 

 Scale and speed of cyber-attacks is escalating  

 855 data breach incidents: 174 million compromised 

records (2011) 

 Average annualized cost of cybercrime to U.S. 

organizations is now $8.9 million 

 Up 6% from last year 

 30,000 URLs (websites) are infected every day 

 80% of those infected sites are legitimate 

 85% percent of all malware comes from the web 

 Includes viruses, worms, spyware, adware and Trojans 

 Drive-by downloads have become the top web 

threat 

 



Top 25 leaked passwords of 2012  



Avoid Common Password  

Pitfalls 

 Avoid creating passwords that use 

 Dictionary words in any language 

 Words spelled backwards, common 

misspellings, and abbreviations 

 Sequences or repeated characters. Examples: 

12345678, 222222, abcdefg, or adjacent letters 

on your keyboard (qwerty) 

 Personal information 

 Examples:  Your name, family names and birthdates, 

driver’s license, dog’s SSN, or similar information 



Password Insecurity 

http://internetsecurityessentials.net/howsecureismypassword/ 





http://pwnedlist.com/ 



The Truth about Data Breaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Source:  Verizon Data Breach Report, 2004–2012 


